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1. INTRODUCTION 
A REMARKABLE theorem of Kuiper asserts that the unitary group over a separable infinite 
dimensional Hilbert space is always contractable [3]. This fact has many important 
consequences in functional analysis. For instance, every Hilbert bundle is always trivial so 
that its associated elementary C*-algebra is isomorphic to the trivial tensor product of the 
algebra of continuous functions on the base space vanishing at the infinity with the algebra 
of compact operators. This idea was used by P. Green [Z] to prove a splitting theorem 
about the transformation Y-algebra C,(M)x,G. A question naturally arises as to 
whether one has a similar splitting theorem for the smooth crossed product algebra. 
Namely, as a topological algebra, is the smooth crossed product algebra C”(M)x,G 
isomorphic to the tensor product of the algebra of smooth functions over the quotient space 
M/G with the algebra of smooth kernels on G. To answer this question, it seems that one 
needs an analogy of Kuipcr’s theorem in the smooth context. However, at this moment, we 
arc unable to show this. Instead, in this article, as a first step in this direction, we prove 
a weaker theorem which basically asserts that for certain types of groups the “regular 
rcprescntation” is homotopic to the identity in the smooth “unitary group” over C”(G). 
More precisely, let A be the topological algebra of smooth functions on a compact Lit 
group G with the inductive topology, and Y(A. A) the vector space of all continuous linear 
mappings of A into A with the bounded convergence topology [4], i.e., the a-topology with 
o equal to the family of all bounded subsets of A. In other words, the topology of Y(A, A) is 
generated by the family of semi-norms: 
n d p,. k(u) = s”~x,SPk[u(~)l~ u E -VA. A), 
where {pk, k E N} is the family of semi-norms generating the topology of A and S is the 
family of all bounded subsets of A. 
Let U”(A) denote the subset of P’(A, A) which consists of all elements uE Y(A, A) such 
that u-’ E Y(A, A) and u can be extended to a unitary operator on f,*(G). We define 
a topology in U”(A) by letting a net u, -c u. in I/ “‘(A) if and only if u, + u. and u; ’ -, u; ’ 
in Y(A, A). Then Urn(A) becomes a topological group under this topology. 
By p, we denote the continuous map from G to Urn(A) given by (p(x)/)(y) =j(x-‘y). 
for any/E A, and x, y E G. Whenjconsidered as an element in L*(G), p is exactly the usual 
regular representation of G. For this reason, p is still called the “regular representation” in 
our context. Our main theorem in this article is the following: 
THEOREM 1.1. If rhe Lie group G belongs to one o/the following types: 
(I) Simply connected semi-simple compact Lie groups; 
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(2) classical groups; 
(3) tori, 
then p is homoropic to id with the image 01 e keeping fixed ut id, where e is the unit of G. 
2. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
Let G be a semi-simple compact Lie group, and Y its Lie algebra. It follows from the 
root decomposition that Y = h @ EzEi\ Le,, where h is the Cartan subalgebra of Y. 
Let D be the dominant, analytically integral inear functionals on hc [l] [6]. By fixing an 
orthonormal basis in (hn)‘(hR = ih), D can be identified with a lattice on R”, where 
n = dim&. By p, we denote the projection from R” onto its last (n - 1) components and set 
D, = p(D). Then D, is a lattice on R”-‘. For any 8 E D,, let SB = {r E RJrer + 0 E D}, where 
e, =(l.O ,..., O)ER”. 
First, we need to prove the following: 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Assume under a certain orthonormal basis of( that fir any 8 E D,, 
(I) Sb) is an increasing infinite sequence {mi}s r (m, < m2 < . * *); and 
(2) there exists a constunt A independent 010 such that 0 < mi+, - mi < A. 
Then rhe “regular representation” p is homotopic to id with the image o/e keepingfixed at id. 
Bcforc the proof of this proposition, we need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2. I. Under the sww assumption as in Proposition 2. I, we have 
(I) there exists a constcmt C such th(~t d(L) s Clll”/ or rrny I. E D, where m is the number oj 
positire roots, cmd do.) is the degree oj the representmtion; 
(2) jbr my 0 E D 1, kt 2.1 = miel + 0 and d, = d(1.i). Then i 5 di < di + L ; 
(3) there e.ui.srs II consrrmr Co. (Co 2 I). independent ojthe choice ojU, such that 
provided that mie, + 0 # 0. 
Proof. 
(I) is a direct consequence of the Weyl dimension formula. 
(2) It follows from the Weyl dimension formula that 
ForanyO~D,,let~,=te,+O,Vr~R.Then,foranya~A+, 
(2, + S, a) = t(e,,a) + (0, a) + (6, a). 
Since a is a positive root, 
$ (I., + b, a) = (el, a) 2 0. 
In fact, there exists at least one a E A+. such that (er, a) > 0. Otherwise, we would have 
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A’ c span(e,, . . . , e,), which contradicts to the fact that dim& = n. Hence, d(L,) is a 
strictly increasing function of t E W; therefore we have di < di+ 1. Moreover, since di are 
integers and d, 2 1, we have di 2 i. 
(3) Write Ai = mi+r - mi. Then 
(mi + Ai)’ + IflIz _ I 
m,t + lOI* 
I 2rnf + 2A.i’ + 101’ - (mf + 181’) 
rnf + ldl’ I 
rnf + 2Af 
rnf 
+ 
2Af 
= rnf + lel* rnf + 1812 
where K = minl,,_(o)ll12. Therefore, 
Q.E.D. 
Let p’ be the usual rcprescntation of G on the Hilbert space L2(G). According to the 
Peter-Wcyl theorem, p’ can be expressed as follows. The Hilbert space H = L’(G) has 
a dccompositon H = @1.,,@ :!‘I H?, with dim M: = d(1), and under this decomposition p’: 
G -+ U(H) is given by 
y’: x --, @(nl(x) CD . . . q(x)) E @ U(H; @ . . . @ H&,). 
IsDy 
AeD 
the regular representation p in our context has a similar expression simply A Accordingly, 
through the identification of A = (F’(C) with D(G) (the space of Schwarz class function 
on G) [S], i.e., 
O(d) = 
i 
u = @ a’(d E Md,lj(C)s.t.Vk E N, ILI’IIa”II is bounded for all 1 E D . 
ACD I 
The corresponding topology in D(d) is generated by the family of seminorms pk given by: 
&(a) = supl,,,(li.IkIIa” II), where a = @a”. 
l6D 
The following lemma is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.1. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let a = @ A,Da” with a’ equal to @;‘$ ai E Mdtl,(C) and a: E Hf. Suppose 
that ai (1 s i,j 5 d(l)) are the components ofa: in H f. Then, a E D (6) if and only i//or each 
k E N, there exists u constant ck such that 
(1) l%(klla:II 5 CI,fif ali AE D and 1 5 i <d(l), or 
(2) l%lkla$l 5 ck, for a/l 1 E D anff I 5 i.j 5 d(i). 
With the above preliminaries, we may prove Proposition 2.1 below. 
Proof of Proposition 2.1. We divide our proof into three steps. 
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Step 1. p is homotopic to pI in eiGD U(H: @ . . . $ H&,). 
P‘b) = @M~~))d'i%D 1 @ . . . 63 1) 
icDT A 
E @ U(Hi Gl . * - G3 H&d, for any 
IeD 
where 1 denotes the identity map. In fact, the homotopy can be 
following formula repeatedly: 
Here p1 is given by 
x E G, 
obtained by applying the 
with 
and 
cos(n/2)t sin(lc/2)t u 0 
>( >( 
cos(n/2)t 
- sin(n/2)c cos(n/2)t 0 1 sin(n/2)t (1) 
(2) 
. (3) 
Let B’,(t. x) bc the homotopy between (q(x) @ . . . Q n&N and ((nA(xNd’^’ @ 1 CD.. . CD 1) 
do d;;) 
obtained by using Formula (1) (d(A) - 1) times. We claim that kV(t, x) = BlsD kVA(t, x) is the 
desired homotopy. 
In order to show this, first observe that kV(t, x) and ( W(t, x))- ’ = ( W(t, x))* belong to 
@A.DU(H: CB . . . CD Hdlw)l~~ti~~ which is a subset of Y(A, A) according to Lemma 2.2. As 
for the continuity of kV(r, x) we need the following observation. 
For any unitary n x n matrices u and v, if W(t) is the homotopy given by Formula (1). 
then 
II W(t) - ~(s)II 5 Jinls - 4. vs, t. 
This estimate is proven as follows: set 
W,(t) = ;; ; ( >( cos(n/2)t sin(n/2)t - sin(n/2)t cos(n/2)t > 
and 
Then 
Wz(t) = 
cos(rr/2)t 
sin(n/2)r 
II W,(C) - W,b)Il = 
cos(n/2)t - cos(742)s sin(n/2)t - sin(n/2)s 
- sin(n/2)t + sin(n/2)s cos(n/2)t - cos(n/2)s 
5 IK cos(n/2)t - cos(n/2)s sin(n/2)t - sin(n/2)s - sin(n/2)C + sin(n/2)s cos(lt/2)t - cos(n/2)s II 
.f% SI - -. 
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Similarly. 11 W2(r) - W,(s)\) I z If - sI. Therefore, 
II vo - w4 II = II WI (t) wt 0) - w, (4 W,(s) II 
= II w,(r)(Wz(r) - ~z(s))II + Il(wl(t) - ~l(S))~Z(S)II 
s II W2It) - W2WII + II W,(t) - W,WlI 
5 &r[lf - sl. 
As an immediate consequence of this observation, we have 
II W*(t, x) - WJ(S, x)(1 5 &nf(i.)lt - SI, vx E G. 
For any bounded subset S c A, suppose that a = @I .Da’ is an arbitrary element in S. Then 
for any k E N, 
Hence. 
lAlk Il(rv,k 4 - WA(S, 4)a”ll s 14kII WA09 4 - rv,(S, ,911 lI,All 
s JZn14k4411a”II It - SI 
(by Lemma 2.1(l)) 5 C,,/?nI%lk+mIIa’II t - sI 
1; &+/&k+,,,(a)b - SI. 
PS. k [ W(f, x) - w(& x)] = SlIPa,SPk [( CY(r, -d - w(s. x))a] 
= s”Pac.9 SL'I)daD [I%I’ IIt wA(t* x) - wA(sv x))(Ja 111 
5 C~~S~~I).,S[Pk+rn(u)]It - sl. 
Similarly, 
&,k[W-‘(r,x)- w-‘(s,.x)] =pS.k[W*(hx)- w*(S,x)] 
5 ~~ILS~P.,SIPk+m(u)] It - SI. 
Hence, W(r, x) is uniformly continuous in U”(A) with respect to t E [O, I]; therefore, it is 
a continuous homotopy. 
Srep 2. First, we rewrite the decomposition of L*(G) as follows: 
d(l) 
L2(C) = @ @ H: 
IEDi=l 
m 44) 
where ml = mnel + BED. Let 
m 04 
H,, = @ @ H;“: 
n-1 i-1 
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Hi o = H$0 H$;I 0 H$i'0 H$i'0 . . . , 
and 
This decomposition of He is always possible, since d(mE) = d, 2 n according to Lemma 2.1. 
Then 
L’(G)=~~,H,=~~,((i~H:)OA.). 
Under the above decomposition, 
pt(x)I~; = diag(rr$?(x), I, I,. . . 1 . . .), and 
P, 117, = id. 
(4) 
On the other hand, we introduce p2 E u”(A) as follows. For any x E G and OE D,, 
p2(x)It,; = diag(n$‘$). .$“R(.~- ‘), rt$‘$), n:?(x- ‘). . . .), Vi c N. and 
P2lf7, = Prlr7,. 
We claim that p, is homotopic to p2 in urn(A). 
Decompose Hi, naturally into an infinite direct sum of subspaccs with each summand 
having dimension d(mf). In other words, we write 
Hf, = H$$ Hi*,0 H:.,0 . ., 
such that 
dim Hi.B = d(mf), for n = 2, 3, . . . . 
Applying Formula (1) given in the first step, we can easily achieve the desired homotopy in 
(@EL U:) 0 1 by taking u = n:?(x) and u = rr$“3(x-‘). where 
Uf, = 1 0 L’(H:,, 0 Hi,,) 0 u(Ht., 0 H:.B) 0 . . . . 
It remains to show that (@f!, Ub) 0 1 c U”(A) and the above homotopy is continu- 
ous. Let u = (@F= I u:) $ I be an arbitrary element in (@,?= , Uf) 0 I and h = u(u) for any 
a E O(d). Under Decomposition (4). we can write 
Then all b’s can be written as linear combinations of a’s as given in the following: 
b”:.. 
2cllm?l 
1+1.J = (0 2 1)~ (5) 
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where all the coefficients (*) have absolute values not greater than one. All the other terms of 
b are equal to the corresponding terms of a. 
Since d(mf) is increasing with respect o i according to Lemma 2.1 (2), it follows that the 
only possible values for s in Equation (5) are o - 3, t‘ - 2, . . . , u + 2, v + 3. Hence, 
+I (by Lemma 2.1 (3)) 
W4l 
1 
1 
5 G”- 
I=1 Ifrl;+,lm 
Ck+m (since s 2 0) 
5 2cc;kc k+m. 
Therefore, b E O(d). In fact, the above argument shows that u E Y(A, A). Similarly, we have 
u-’ = U* E Y(A, A). Hence, u E U”(A). Finally, it can be proved similarly as in Step 1 that 
this homotopy from p, to p2 is continuous. 
S&p 3. Similarly as in Step 2, we can prove that p2 is continuously homotopic to 1 in 
(@,Z , 0:) CD 1, where 
a = w&D fG.0) CD uw:., CD H:.d@ . . . 
and 
Q.E.D. 
Below, we should show that simply connected semi-simple compact Lie groups and 
classical groups automatically satisfy the two conditions in Proposition 2.1. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Conditions (1) and (2) in Proposition 2.1 are satisfied by any simply 
connected semi-simple compuct Lie groups. 
ProoJ Let G be a simply connected semi-simple compact Lie group and 9’ its Lie 
algebra. Suppose that {e’,, . . . , eb} is a simple roots system of S. From this roots system, by 
using Schmidt process, we can obtain an orthonormal basis {er, . . . , e,} of (hn)‘. 
First of all, we claim that under this basis {e,, . . . ,e,}, iftoE& then to + klle’,II ES@, 
for any k E N. 
It is known that analytically integral functionals coincide with algebraically integral 
functionals for simply connected semi-simple Lie groups. Therefore, it follows that 
~ ES iR WOel + &e;)E H 
0 6 
II4ll’ ’ 
and 
WoeI + 0.4 , o 
IIal12 -’ 
va E *+ 
* 
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Suppose that f,, E: S,; then for any k E N and z E A’, 
2((to + k II 4 II kl + &4 Woe1 + R4 tel. 4 
= 
lIzI12 II Q II 2 + 2k II 4 II ,, ~ ,,2 
L 0 (since 2 is a positive root), 
and 
2((t0 + klle; II)el + 0, e;) t&e, + 8, e:) = k 2(e;, 4) 
114112 II 4 II 2 + lie: 
where (A,.]) is the Cartan matrix of 9. Therefore, to + k lie’, I( ES,,. Now, Conditions (I) 
and (2) are immediate consequences of this claim. In fact, for Condition (2). we have 
Ocmi+l - 4 S II 4 II. Q.E.D. 
The following result is well-known (see [ 13 [6]). 
PROPOSITION 2.3. All the classicd groups: 
SU(n), U(n), Sp(n), SO(2n) and SO(2n + 1) 
sati$y Conditions (I) and (2) in Proposition 2.1. 
Finally. it remains to investigate the cast of n-tori. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. IjG is a nari T”, then the “reyulur represent&ion” p is homoropic to id. 
Proot By Fourier transformation, L2(T”) can be decomposed as 
L2(T”) = f2 @ l2 @I . . . @ 12, 
C Y J 
n 
with {e,, @I . . . 8 e,,li,, . . . , i, E h} being an orthonormal basis, where e,(t) = ewar. 
Under this basis, the “regular representation” p: T” -, Urn(A) can be written as 
p(z)(s, @I . . . 63 e,,) = z:1 . . . zl; (e,, @I . . . 63 e,,), for any 2 = (zl, . . . ,z,) E Tn. 
Therefore, 
In fact, 
p(:) = 1 @ i ,,,, ,.go, a,, o diasb:’ . . . zf;, z;” . . . zl’“). 
. 
By applying Formula (l), we can show similarly as above that p is continuously homotopic 
to id, and in fact this homotopy can be realized in 
1@ @ SU(C.e,, C3 . . . @ ei, @ C-e_,, Q9 . . * C3 e-J c U”(A). I,. .i. not all 0 
Q.E.D. 
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